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Abstract

More and more functionality can be integrated on a single chip resulting in a fast growing IP (Intellectual
Property) market. This growing market is possible, because the number of gates per square millimetre is
growing fast. Designers however cannot keep up with the growth in complexity. The use of cores and
'design and reuse' are solutions for the designer to keep up with this growth.
Cores, such as Microcontrollers and DSPs, are tested modules to enable 'design and reuse', which is used
by System on Chip (SOC) technologies. SOC technologies give the designer the opportunity to integrate
their board designs into a single Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). Two types of cores are
known, namely hard cores, which are technology dependent, and soft cores, which are technology
independent.
The graduation project consists of the development and implementation of a soft core and is carried out at
TNO Industry. The developed and implemented soft core, which is subject of this master's thesis, is a
functionally compatible Intel 8051 microcontroller.
The Datapath of the microcontroller is implemented with a three bus architecture, which is an easy and
straightforward architecture. Also the Datapath is split up in an 8 and 16 part to enable simultaneous
fetching and execution in the future. The Datapath is controlled by the Timing and Control Unit.
Furthermore parallel 110 ports are implemented for communication with the outside world. Due to time
constraints the Timer/Counters, the Interrupt controller and the serial port are not implemented.
The microcontroller is modelled with VHDL in Summit VHDL. The result is synthesised with Leonardo
Spectrum. Routing and Placement is done with Alera's Max2Plus. The microcontroller is programmed in
a FLEXlOK50 FPGA, which is present on a rapid prototyping platform developed by TNO Industry.
As expected the Datapath contains the longest delay path. The 8 bit Arithmetic Logic Unit, which is
straightforward implemented, consumes a large amount of logic cells and is part of the longest delay path.
The Control and Timing Unit is implemented with large Look Up Tables containing a sort of microcode,
which also consume a large amount of logic cells, but makes it fast enough to control the Datapath without
problems. The 110 ports finally are not compatible with the standard 110 ports. The standard ports contain
internal pull-ups, which are impossible to implement in the FPGA. Extra Special Function Registers are
added to indicate the direction of the port.
The complete core consumes 1730 logic cells, which is 60% of the chip area, and runs on 8 MHz. The
core is approximately between 1.5 and 2 times faster, which is dependent of the program, than the
standard microcontroller. The internal RAM, which is not counted in the amount of the logic cells, is
implemented in Embedded Array Blocks, which are special blocks for memory modules. The same
applies for the program memory.
Future work should focus on optimising the design of the 8 bit ALU in the Datapath by increasing speed
and decreasing the amount of logic cells. The same applies for the Timing and Control Unit as far as the
logic cells are concerned. Furthermore the not implemented modules mentioned above have to be
modelled and implemented.
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1. Introduction

Due to the advances of VLSI technology more and more functionality can be integrated on a single chip.
As a result of the developments the number of gates per square millimetre is growing faster than a
designer can implement. Solutions for the designer are 'design and reuse' and the use of cores.
System on Chip Technologies (SOC) enable integration of board designs, which consist of several
separate chips, into a single Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). System on Chip technologies
use cores, tested modules, to enable 'design and reuse'. Microcontrollers and DSPs are examples which
can be used as cores. Two different cores are known:

• Technology independent soft cores described with a hardware language, such as VHDL or Verilog.
• Hard cores, which are optimised for a specific implementation technology.

The graduation project consists of the development and implementation of a soft core. The project is part
of a co-operation between the Information- and Communication Systems group of the department of
Electrical Engineering at Eindhoven University of Technology and TNO Industry. The division Product
Development within TNO Industry pursues among other things the development of products for external
clients. The department Information Technology and Electronics (IT&E) is responsible for the hardware
(digital as well as analog) and the software.
The soft core, which has been developed and implemented, is a functionally compatible Intel 8051
microcontroller. The soft core executes all the instructions of the standard microcontroller, but differs in
timing. The core is implemented on a flexible universal hardware platform developed by TNO Industry.
The modelling of a functionally compatible 8051 microcontroller in Summit Visual HDL and the
implementation on an ALTERA FPGA are subject of this graduation report.
In chapter 2 the architecture of the standard Intel 8051 microcontroller and a starting point architecture is
presented. Chapter 3 discusses the architecture of the implemented Datapath, which has a three bus
architecture. The Datapath consists of an 8 bit Arithmetic Logic Unit and a 16 bit address ALU, which are
subject of chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents the Control and Timing Unit. The I/O ports are discussed in
chapter 6. Chapter 7 gives a starting point for the Timer/Counters and the Interrupt controller, which are
not yet implemented. Simulation examples are presented in chapter 8. The implementation of the core on a
FPGA is subject of chapter 9. The last chapter lists some conclusions and future work items.
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2. Intel 8051 microcontroller

2.1. Introduction

In this chapter a brief overview of the standard Intel 8051 microcontroller is given. Also the architecture is
presented which is used as a starting point for the finally implemented 8051.

2.2. Standard Intel 8051 microcontroller

The Intel 8051 microcontroller, a member of the 8 bit microcontroller MCS-51 family, is especially used
in sophisticated real-time applications such as instrumentation, industrial control and intelligent computer
peripherals. Fig 1 shows a block diagram of the standard 8051 microcontroller architecture, which has
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Fig 1. Standard 8051 microcontroller architecture
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the following features:

• 8 bit cpu.
• On-chip oscillator and clock circuitry.
• 32 I/O lines.
• 64K address space for external data memory.
• 64K address space for external program memory.
• Two 16 bit timers/counters.
• A 5-source interrupt structure with two priority levels.
• Full duplex serial port.
• Boolean processor.
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The 8051 has internal data memory of 256 bytes, 64K-byte external data memory and 64K-byte program
memory. The internal data memory space is divided into internal data ram (128 bytes, fig 2) and special
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Fig. 2 lower Internal data memory

function registers. Some of these registers are bit-addressable allowing instructions to process on single
bits instead of registers. The memory spaces are addressable in five ways:

• Register addressing (RO-R7, ACC, B, CY(bit), DPTR).
• Direct addressing (lower 128 bytes of internal Ram, Special Function Registers).
• Register Indirect addressing (Internal RAM, external RAM).
• Immediate addressing (Program memory).
• Base-Register plus Index-Register Indirect addressing (program memory)

The 8051 instruction set consists of 111 instructions, which are divided into four functional groups:

• Data Transfer.
• Arithmetic.
• Logic.
• Control Transfer.

See appendix A for the complete instruction set of the Intel 8051 rnicrocontroller. See for a detailed
description of the Intel 8051 rnicrocontroller the Intel Microcontroller Handbook [1].

2.3 Starting point architecture

The architecture of the datapath, which is used as starting point for implementation, is drawn in fig 3, next
page [3] .The architecture was designed in such a fashion that all the 111 instructions of the standard 8051
could be executed. The 21 instructions, which were implemented, used this architecture.
The datapath contains three buses, which are bus_a (16 bit), bus_b (8 bit) and bUS3 (16 bit). Bus_b and
bus_c are used as source buses and bus_a is used as destination bus. The ALU performs two actions,
which are addition and subtraction. The constant table contains the values OOh and Olh. The ALU uses
OIh for incremtentation or decrementation of a register. If OOh is added to the register, the register is
unchanged passed through the ALU to bus_a. The addressing unit calculates the addresses in case of
Register addressing and Direct addressing. The datapath is controlled by the controller, which generates
all necessary signals for activating or deactivating the datapath components. The delay shifter
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Fig 3. Starting point architecture

introduces delays in the system, which are used in addressing of external program memory. Hereafter two
examples, namely INC A and MOV A, RO, are given to illustrate the data flow of the architecture.

• The instruction INC A, which increments the Accu, is executed as follows:
The contents of the Accu is placed on bus_c. The Constant Table puts Olh on bus_b. The ALU adds
bus_b and the low byte of bus_c and puts the result on bus_a. The result is clocked into the Accu.
Execution of this instruction takes 1 clock cycle. The fetch and latch of the instruction opcode are not
counted.

• MOV A, RO moves the contents of register RO, which is in the internal RAM, to the Accu. The
opcode contains a part of the address of register RO. The instruction is executed as follows:
The Address unit calculates the address of RO on the basis of the opcode. With this address the
internal RAM is addressed through the RAM_addclogic block. Next the contents of RO is placed on
bUS3. The Constant Table puts OOh on bus_b. The ALU adds bus_b and the low byte of bus_c and
puts the result, which is RO, on bus_a. Finally it is clocked into the Accu. Execution of this instruction
takes also 1 clock cycle.

This means that the longest delay path is flowing from the Instruction register through the Addressing unit
to the Internal RAM, via bus_c and through the ALU onto bus_a, and finally to a register where the data is
clocked.
The implementation of the datapath and datapath controller was done in VHDL. This implementation of
especially the datapath controller is disorderly and complex. So a new start has been made for the design
and implementation of the soft core. For that the architecture of fig 3 is taken as a starting point.
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3. The Datapath

3.1. Introduction

As noted in the previous chapter the implementation of the soft core is started completely from scratch,
because the fIrst implementation was complex and disorderly. In the new Datapath the longest delay path
is split up. Splitting up this delay path will increase the speed of the Datapath. As a result of this
distinction is made between two different addressing modes. This chapter discusses the implemented
Datapath and its modules.

3.2. Architecture of the Datapath

The computer is divided into basic components of which the most important the Central Processing Unit is
[3]. The CPU, which is split up into datapath and control, contains everything except for the external
memory, input and output. As mentioned in the previous chapter the delay path ofthe starting architecture
is the same for the instructions INC A and INC DIR. This means that no distinction is made between
Register addressing and Direct addressing. To increase speed and to make distinction between the two
mentioned addressing modes the delay path is split up. The Addressing unit is removed from the delay
path, which results in a shorter delay path. This means that INC DIR is now executed in two clock cycles.
In the fIrst clock cycle the register is addressed and in the second the actual action is performed on the
data. INC A is still executed in one clock-cycle, but is faster executed because the delay path is shorter.

The Datapath is implemented with a three bus architecture. With this architecture every execution cycle
the same actions occur in the Datapath. The contents of the source registers is put onto the bus, the ALU
performs an action on this buses and the result is written back to a register. This makes the design easy
and orderly, but it means also that the longest delay path is beforehand fIxed. The Datapath is split up into
an 8 bit part and a 16 bit part. This makes it possible to fetch the next instruction byte while the Datapath
is still executing the previous instruction. Also the execution might already start even though not all the
needed operands are latched into the Data registers.
All instructions were fIrst verifIed on paper before implementation was started to be sure that all
instructions could be executed with this architecture. For each instruction the data flow was defIned. As a
result of this approach the implementation of the Datapath is straightforward and no 'big' surprises are
encountered. See appendix B for the data flow of each instruction.
The architecture of the Datapath is drawn in fIg 4 on the next page. The 16 bit part consists of the Program
Counter and Data Pointer. Mux_16 puts either the Program Counter or the Data Pointer on the source bus
bus_a. The 16 bit ALU performs all 16 bit actions, such as incrementation, and puts the result on the
destination bus data_bus_16. Data_bus_16 is also led to the External Memory Address Register (EMAR),
which is a part of the I/O module, to address external program and data memory.
The 8 bit section is set up in the same way as the 16 bit part. IR_Data_Regs includes the Instruction
register and the Data registers, which contain the opcode and the operands. The internal data memory and
some of the Special Function Registers are implemented in Register_fIle. Mux_B_C puts the right register
values onto bus_b and bus_c. Address_unit calculates the internal address of the register in case of
Register addressing, Direct addressing and Register Indirect addressing. ALU_8_Bit fInally performs the
proper action and puts the result on the internal data bus. Data_ports is an input bundle coming from the
I/O ports. Internal_data_bus and internaCaddress_bus are led outside of the Datapath to address the SFRs
registers in the I/O ports and to write data to these registers. Further the contents of the Instruction register
(opcode) is directed to the Timing and Control Unit.
Note that most of the signals in the picture are bundles, which contain several signals. The bundle
Data_Register_fIle for example contains all 8 bit data signals of the internal RAM and the SFRs. Using
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bundles makes the Datapath easier to read. In the next section all modules are discussed. (ALUs, chap. 4).

3.2.1. Instruction and data registers

The IR_Data_Regs consist of the IR, Data_regl and Data_reg2 (see fig 5). The opcode is clocked into
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Instruction register IR, the first operand into Data_reg1 and de second operand into Data_reg2. The
Control and Timing Unit selects the right register with ie_ir, ie_dreg1 and ie_dreg2. The data of the
program memory is provided by Ex_data_in. The registers are filled with zeros when a positive
synchronous reset occurs.

3.2.2. Register file

The internal data memory of the 8051 microcontroller, which is 256 bytes in size, is divided into two
physically separate and distinctive blocks. The lower 128 bytes of RAM and the upper 128 bytes of
Special Function Registers (SFRs).
Registecfile is also divided into two separate register areas, namely Internal_RAM and SFR as shown in
fig 6. Furthermore Registecfile contains Reg_address, which holds the address of SFRs or of internal
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Fig 6. Registecfile
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RAM, and Temp_reg, which is an auxiliary register. Parity calculates the parity-bit, which is the LSB of
the Program Status Word register.
The Accu, B register, PSW register and the Stack Pointer are part of SFR area, see fig 7. These registers
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elk
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Fig 7. Special Function Registers

are directly needed by the Datapath. All registers get their data from internal_data_bus except for the PSW
register, which normally gets the data directly from the ALU. The internaLaddress is needed in case of
Direct addressing. Temp_data provides the B register with the results of multiplication and division.
The lower 128 bytes of the internal data memory are implemented in futernal_RAM, see fig 8. Ram_in

I Cleo>.

data (7:0)

iIIddress (6:0)

Fig 8. InternaLRAM

checks the MSB of internaLaddress in order to detect whether the internal RAM is addressed (MSB=O)
or the SFRs are addressed (MSB= 1). If the MSB is 0 WE is equal to ie_sfr. The RAM is implemented
with lpm_ram, which is described in appendix C. Chapter 9 explains why the RAM is implemented with
lpm_ram.
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3.3.3. Source buses multiplexer

Mux_B_C is a multiplexer, which puts the right signals on bus_b and bus_c. In case of Direct addressing
the contents of the register, which is addressed by Registecaddress, is always put onto bUS3.

3.3.4. Addressing unit

The standard 8051 microcontroller has 3 addressing methods, which affects the internal RAM and SFRs.
In case of Register addressing (RO through R7) and Register Indirect addressing (@RO and @Rl) a part of
the address is in the opcode. Address_unit (fig 9) calculates the address of the internal registers. In case of
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!I-----t
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Internal_adc:te
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Fig 9. Address_unit

Direct addressing the address is passed onto internal3ddress. Bit addressing is performed by
Bicaddress~en. The addresses for external RAM and ROM, which are addressed with Register Indirect
addressing, Immediate addressing and Base-Register plus Index-Register Indirect addressing, are
calculated by ALU_16_Bit (see chapter 4).
In case of Direct addressing the entire 256 bytes of the internal RAM may be addressed. In case of
Register Indirect addressing only the lower 128 bytes may be addressed. If nevertheless the higher 128
bytes (the SFRs) are addressed, the result is unknown and no SFR is modified. At this moment this
difference between these two addressing modes is not implemented. This will become necessary if in the
future, when desired, the internal RAM is upgraded to 256 bytes, which is characteristic for an Intel 8052
microcontroller.

3.3.5. Instruction execution examples

In section 2.3. two examples are given of how the starting point architecture is executing instructions. The
instruction INC A is executed the same way as in the starting point architecture. The instruction MaY A,
RO however is split up in two clock cycles, namely:
In the first clock cycle the contents of the Instruction register is put on bus_b. Next the Address_unit
calculates the address of the register bank, which is part of the opcode. The address is put on the internal
address bus and clocked in Re~address to hold the address for the next clock cycle. Also the RAM is
addressed. In the second clock cycle the contents of the addressed RAM is put on bus_c by Mux_B_C,
which picks the right signal on the basis of Reg3ddress, which is thus the address calculated in the first
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clock cycle. Next the ALU passes the value of the RAM to internal_data_bus and this value is clocked
into the Accu.
The instruction MOV A, DIR is done in the same way, but now all the internal memory can be addressed.
In the second clock cycle Mux_B_C decides on the basis of Reg_address whether a SFR register is
addressed or internal RAM.
The longest delay path of the Datapath is easy to find. It starts at a register, goes through the ALU via
bus_b or bus_c to internal_data_bus. Finally the contents of the internaLdata_bus is clocked into the
addressed register. Also can be seen that every clock cycle the same actions occur. Read a value of a
register, perform an action on it and write the result back to a register.

3.3. Conclusion

The Datapath is implemented with a three bus architecture. It is divided into an 8 bit part and a 16 bit part
in order to make simultaneous execution and fetching possible in the future. Execution of instructions is
always performed in the same way. The contents of the source registers are put on the bus, the ALU
performs an action and puts the result on the destination bus. Finally the result is clocked into the
destination register. This is also the longest delay path in the entire core, which means that future
extensions should not affect the delay path.
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4. Arithmetic Logic Unit

4.1. Introduction

As stated in the previous chapter, the Arithmetic Logic Unit is divided into an 8 bit ALU and a 16 bit
ALD. This enables fetching of the next instruction while the previous instruction is still executing. Also
execution can start already during the fetch of the operands needed by the opcode. In the next sections the
two ALUs are discussed.

4.2.8 bit ALU

The instruction set of the standard 8051 microcontroller includes 111 instructions (appendix A), which can
be divided into five classes, which are Arithmetic Operations, Logical Operations, Data Transfer, Boolean
Variable Manipulation and Program Branching.

The implemented 8 bit ALU is also divided into these five classes as shown in fig 10. The ALU consists
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Fig 10. 8 bit ALU
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of an input multiplexer and an output multiplexer, which are the only controlled modules by the Timing
and Control Unit through alu_function_8. The four blocks in the middle always calculate the signals
independent of alu_function_8. As can be seen four classes are implemented in the four middle blocks
except for Data Transfer, which is included in the ALU_8_mux_out module.
The data flows through the input multiplexer, which puts the right signals on alu_a, alu_b, alu_c and the
carry_in. Next all the output signals of the middle blocks are calculated in parallel. The output mux finally
directs the right signals to the data_bus etc.
As noted the only blocks that are controlled by the Timing and Control Unit are the input and output mux.
It is also possible to control the middle blocks with alu_function_8, which means that the selection for
which signal is needed is made, for example, in the Arithmetic module. The reason why the selection for
which signal is needed is made at the output mux and not at the middle blocks, is because the first
implementation turns out to be smaller (less logical cells) and faster. This is explainable, because the
signals are anyway always calculated as variables. The lesser input variables, the lesser logic cells are
needed and the shorter the delay path is.
The next sections discuss the various modules.

4.2.1. Arithmetic module

The Arithmetic module performs addition, subtraction, incrementation, decrementation, multiplication,
division and decimal-add-adjust (DA), see fig 11. In case of subtraction the subtracter is complemented

DIVIDE

Deoimal_Adjust

OatB_PSW (1:0)

MULTIPLY

INCJ)EC

OecJe, (7:0)

Fig 11. Arithmetic module

by the input mux. In this way only one adder is needed for addition and subtraction.
The Add_Subb module affects three flags of the Program Status Word. The carry-flag is set if a carry-out
of bit 7 has occurred. It also is set by some instructions to indicate greater than or less than. The auxiliary
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carry-flag is set if a carry-out of bit 3 has occurred. The overflow is set to indicate overflow conditions.
C_AC_OV contains the values of the resulting flags.
Multiplication of two 8 bit unsigned numbers (Accu * B register) takes 8 clock cycles, which means that 8
times the B register is repeatedly added with the Temp register dependent whether the Accu bit is zero or
one. The multiplication is as follows implemented. The signals alu_a and alu_b contain respectively the
contents of the Temp register, which is initially zero, and the B register. Add_Subb adds alu_a and alu_b.
The module Multiply checks whether bit 0 of bus_b is zero. Bus_b contains the contents of the Accu. If
this bit is zero the result MuLres of the Multiply block is equal to alu_a, which is the Temp register. If the
bit is one the result is add_sub_res. Finally the output mux performs some shift actions. After 8 clock
cycles the Accu contains the low byte and the B register the high byte
Division is also performed in 8 clock cycles, which means that 8 times the B register is subtracted from
the Accu. Alu_8_mux_in complements the B register to alu_b and shifts the MSB of the Accu in the LSB
of data_temp. Add_subb adds these two values. Divide checks whether a carry has occurred. If so the
result was positive and the B-register is subtracted from the Accu, otherwise the result was negative and
the old value is taken. Alu_8_mux_out puts div_res on temp_data and shifts the Accu left with the carry as
LSB on the data_bus. After the division the Accu receives the quotient and the B register the remainder.
Decimal-Add-Adjust is a function that converts an eight bit value in the Accu to a BCD value. The adjust
is split up into 2 clock cycles. In the first clock cycle the low nibble is adjusted, in the second clock cycle
the high nibble is adjusted. The delay path through the ALU consists of four stages, namely input mux ->
add_subb -> divide/multiply -> output mux. So splitting up DA into 2 clock cycles results in a delay path
that is still the same.

4.2.2. Boolean module

The standard 8051 microcontroller has an integrated Boolean processor. This bit processor has its own
instruction set, which allows a bit to be set, cleared, complemented, etc. Bit manipulation is implemented
in the 8 bit ALU in the Boolean module (see fig 12). Most of the bit manipulation is performed on the
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Fig 12. Boolean module
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complete register with the help of masks. Mask_comp generates the mask, which is derived from the 3
LSBs of the bit address.
Bieto_Carry and Carry_to_Bit move as in the name a bit to the carry or a carry to the bit. The result of
Bieto_Carry is the addressed bit and is used by Carry_mux to perform an and/or (instructions anI/od c,
bit). The result (JB_JNB_Bit) is also used by the Program branch (see next section) module to check
whether it is zero or one. The instruction 'Jump ifbit (not) set' jumps due to this bit.

4.2.3. Program branch module

In the Program branch (fig 13) module the conditions are checked under which the Program Counter has
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a1u_b (7:0) Comp_addrel

alu_c (7:0) zero_res
Zero

C

Fig 13. Program branch module

to be modified. The standard 8051 microcontroller has several instructions, which enable to jump within
the program memory. The Program branch module consists of five blocks, which mostly check whether a
bit is zero or not. JB_JNB is used by the instruction 'Jump if bit (not) set'. lBC jumps if the indicated bit
is set and clears that bit. This block uses a mask which is generated by the Mask_comp block in the
Boolean module. JC_JNC checks whether the carry is zero. Zero performs a 8 bit check. Compare is used
by the CJNE instruction. This instruction compares alu_a and alu_b and jumps if they are not equal.
Comp_carry indicates which of the two is larger. Comp_addrel indicates whether a jump has to be made.
The various output signals are directed to the output mux. The mux decides on the basis of alu_function_8
which signals (except for branchJes) are directed to addrel. Addrel is used by ALU_16_Bit and indicates
whether the Program Counter has to be updated or not.
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4.2.4. Logical module

The Logical module is simple and straightforward as shown in figure 14. It consist of And_Or_Xor block,

AndJU(7:0)

OrJes(7:0)

XorJ•• (7:0)

Rotate

CarrvJ

Fig 14. Logical module

a Rotate block and Swap_CPL block.

4.2.5. ALU output multiplexer

ALU_8_mux_out ensures that the right input signals are put on the output signals. Also the mux passes
data for data transfer. The output mux has four output signals. Data_bus contains the data, PSW_data the
data for the Program Status Word register and Temp_data data for the Temp register, such as the result of
multiplication or a mask for bit manipulation. The signal addrel indicates in case of program branching
whether the Program Counter has to be updated (addrel = '1 ') or not (addrel = '0'). The signal is destined
for the 16 bit ALU.

4.2.6. Delay path of 8 bit ALU

As can be seen all actions performed by the ALU are executed in parallel. The data flows through the
input mux to the various modules. The Arithmetic module consist of two stages, which are addition (stage
one) and multiplication, division and decimal adjust (all stage two). All the output signals are put together
by the output mux. So the longest delay path will go from Register_file through MUX_B_C, through the
8 bit ALU via the Arithmetic module, towards the internal_databus. Finally the data is clocked into
Registecfile.

4.3. 16 bit ALU

All actions performed on 16 bits data are done by ALU_16_Bit (fig 15, next page). Three additions are
included of which INC_16_Bit is needed to increment the Program Counter and the Data Pointer. The two
other additions are used to address external program and data memory. Add_unsigned adds a sixteen bit
number with an unsigned eight bit number and is mainly used to address external data memory.
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Add_unsigned adds the signed relative displacement address with the 16 bit Program Counter and is used
in program branching. Addrel indicates whether the Program Counter has to be updated or not.
Mux Alu_16_out takes the right signal and also passes the data on for long jumps etc. All this is controlled
by the Timing and Control Unit via alu_function_16.

4.4. Conclusion

The Arithmetic Logic Units are implemented with an input (only the eight bit part) and an output
multiplexer. The multiplexers are the only blocks who are controlled by the Control and Timing Unit. All
computations of the ALUs are done in parallel and independent of control signals. This results in a faster
ALU and thus in a faster Datapath. On the other hand it results in a expensive design, which costs a large
surface of the chip. Future work should focus on reducing the needed surface without decreasing the speed
of the Datapath.
A lot of instructions use directly the Accu, the B register and the PSW register. At this moment only the
PSW register is directly connected to the 8 bit ALD. An other approach is to connect the Accu and the B
register also to the 8 bit ALD.
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5. Timing and Control Unit

5.1. Introduction

The Timing and Control Unit provides timing information and controls the Datapath and all future
modules such as the 110 module. This chapter discusses the timing part and the control part of the Timing
and Control Unit.

5.2. Timing

The timing part of the Timing and Control Unit is implemented as a state-machine, which is shown in fig
16. When a synchronous reset occurs the state machine is forced back in the initial state, which is fetchl.

hi$ stale-machine has
synchronous Default Actions

Fig 16. State machine

The state transitions are performed on the clock. The outputs of the state machine are asynchronous,
which means that the outputs become valid when the state machine is in the state. The timing of the state
machine is as follows. In the initial state fetch 1 the address of the next opcode is clocked into the External
Memory Address Register (EMAR) located in the 110 module. After fetchl the state machine jumps to
state latch1, in which the opcode from the program memory is clocked into the Instruction register. In
state deco, the opcode is decoded and also the next address is put into EMAR. Next the state machine
moves to state latch2 if one or two operands are needed (one_oper = '1'), or to state exec 1 if no operands
are needed (one_oper = '0'). The state latch2 clocks the first operand in Data register 1. The state fetch3
and latch3, which take care for the second operand, are reached when two_oper = '1'.
Instructions are executed in one clock cycle (e.g. INC A) to eight clock cycles (e.g. MUL). The ready
signal indicates whether the instruction execution is finished or has to be continued. If state exec6 is
reached the instruction is either MUL of DIY. These instructions take eight clock cycles so the ready
signal is not needed anymore. After every execution the state machine returns to the initial state and starts
over again.
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5.3. Control

The Control signals are dependent of the opcode and of the state of the state machine (fig 17). First the
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opcode has to be decoded, which is done by the decode block. This block is a large asynchronous Look
Up Table with input opcode, which is provided by the Instruction register. The signal one_oper indicates
whether one or two operands are needed. This signal has to be known as soon as the opcode is known in
order to make the right transition from the decode state to exec1 state or latch2 state. Mod_opcode is a
modified version of the opcode. The instruction INC R7 for example is renamed into INC RO, because the
actions for these instructions are the same, only the address in the opcode is different. The Instruction
register contains still the value of INC R7. The synchronous blocks Execute_l till Execute_5 contain the
control signals for each execution state (for ease and a smaller figure only the signals of execute_l are
drawn). The signal two_oper, which is valid during state latch2, indicates whether another operand has to
be latched. All the signals have to be valid after state decode, which means that the Execution blocks can
be synchronous. As can be seen the control signals are defined for each execution state separately (except
for excution6 till exectution8, which are implemented in the other blocks). The Timing block picks for
every state the right control signals, which controls the Datapath for that state. So when the state machine
is in state execute 1, the output signals of the Timing and Control Unit are the same as the signals of the
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Executel block, etc. In this way all the signals are defined for each state ofthe state machine, which
makes the machine faster.
In chapter 8 some simulation examples will be given about execution of instructions.

5.4. Conclusion

The Timing block is now straightforward implemented. First all operands are clocked into the instruction
and data registers before execution starts. As mentioned before the Datapath is divided into an 8 bit and a
16 bit part. So, execution could be started even though not all the operands are latched. The same applies
for the end of an execution. While executing the last parts of the instructions, the next opeode could
already be fetched. To implement this the execution tables should be adjusted.
Further the Control part has become several large look-up tables with for each opcode an accompanying
microcode. This makes implementation and future changes easy, because the Look Up Tables are orderly
and easy to adjust. A disadvantage however is that the Control and Timing Unit takes a lot of space on the
chip. A solution for this might be to generate one decoded signal from the opcode. The control signals are
subsequently calculated from the decoded signal depending on which state the machine is in. This could
however make the state machine slower.
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6. I/O ports

6.1. Introduction

Input and output ports are needed to communicate with the outside world. The standard 8051
microcontroller has four bi-directional ports with various configurations. In this chapter the I/O ports of
the standard 8051 microcontroller and the implemented I/O ports are presented and discussed.

6.2. Standard I/O ports

The standard 8051 microcontroller has four bi-directional ports. Each port consist of a latch (Special
Function Registers PO through P3), an output driver and an input buffer. Figure 18 shows port latch and
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Fig 18. Standard I/O ports

buffer configurations for a typical bit in each port. Each pin of the I/O port can be independently used as
an input or an output. A pin can be configured as an input by writing a 1 to the latch. The internal pull-up
pulls the pin high, which can be pulled down by writing a 0 by the outside world.
Port PO and port P2 are used to access external program and data memory. PO outputs the low byte of the
external address time multiplexed with the data byte, which has to be read or written. The high byte of the
address is put on the pin by port P2.
Port P3, which is also multifunctional, outputs among others a WR (external data memory write strobe)
and RD (read strobe).
A port can be read in two different ways. An instruction reads either the latch or the pin. The instructions
that read the latch are 'read-modify-write' instructions. These instructions read a value, modify it and
write it back to the latch. In this way a possible misinterpretation of the voltage level at the pin is avoided.
For a detailed description of the I/O ports see the Intel Microcontroller Handbook [1].
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6.3. Implemented I/O ports

Internal pull-ups are impossible to implement in the used FPGA. To make bi-directional ports possible a
second register is added to indicate the direction of the port. The address space of the Special Function
Area is 128 bytes large. Of this space however only 21 Special Function Registers are actually used. The
registers who indicate the direction of the port are implemented as extra Special Function Registers with
their own internal address. The addresses of the original port latches are 80hR (PO), 90H (Pl), AOh (P2)
and BOH (P3). As addresses of the port direction registers are chosen 84h (PO), 94h (PI), A4h (P2) and
B4h (P3) in order to associate the I/O drivers with the latch addresses. 84h is the first address available in
the 80h area. Adding these I/O drivers however results in non-compatible I/O ports. In fig 19 the
implemented port 0 is drawn. It consists of the port latch Port_O_reg, the port direction latch
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Fig 19. Implemented port 0

PorCO_10_Driver, the output driver Port_O_out and the input driver Port_O_in.
The port latch is treated the same as the SFRs (Accu, etc.) in the Datapath. The port direction latch is a
write-only register. Data_Port_O is controlled by read_latch and read_pin. The destination of the signal is
Mux_B_C in the Datapath (the delay path is not affected). Port_O is the bi-directional I/O port. The value
of a individual pin is the corresponding bit of Port_O_reg if the corresponding Port_O_IO_driver bit is '0'
else the pin is 'Z'. Thus a zero-bit in Port_O_IO_driver puts the port in output mode and a one-bit puts the
port in input mode. When a synchronous reset occurs both the latches are filled with "11111111". This
means that a reset configures the port as an input port. The other three ports are identical to port O.
Configuration of a port as an output port is done by the instruction MOV DIR, DATA, with DIR the
address of the I/O driver latch and DATA the port configuration. Mostly the direction of the port is fixed
during the execution of the program. With 12 bytes of program code the ports can be configured at the
begin of the program. If however the port is really used as a bi-directional port, the port has to be
configured every time the direction of the port alters. If the port direction latch also can be read, this
register can be treated in the same way as a normal SFR. In this way a pin can be easier altered with bit
manipulation instructions.
As can be seen in fig 19 the alternate functions of the ports PO, P2 and P3 are not implemented in the ports
self. The external address is separated from the ports PO and P2 to make it easier. The address is directly
led outside the core. Also the data of the program memory and the data memory are separated of the actual
ports. It is however possible with some extra logic to put the alternate functions in the ports. For port PO
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the address can be directed to the output by PorCO_out with a control signal. Small adjustments have to be
made to the Control and Timing Unit.
As mentioned above some instructions read the latch and some the pin. For the instruction XCH A, DIR it
is not clear whether the pin or the latch has to be read. At this moment the instruction reads the pin,
because it is not a real 'read-modify-write' instruction.
The complete I/O module is drawn in fig 20. External_data_in is data from the external program ROM or
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Fig 20. Implemented 110 module

external data RAM and is passed through the I/O module to the Datapath where it is clocked into Data
register 1. The address for the external memory is during the fetch clocked into the External Memory
Address Register (EMAR). The data for the external data RAM is clocked into the External Memory Data
Register (EMDR). The source of this data is coming from the Accu through the ALU via
internaLdata_bus and is used by the MOVX instructions. The rest are the I/O ports earlier mentioned.
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The selection of which SFR is addressed in case of Direct addressing is done in the Datapath by
Mux_B_C. This means that four 8 bit signals are directed to the multiplexer. Putting a multiplexer in the
I/O module reduces these signals to an one 8 bit signal.

6.4. Conclusion

The I/O ports of the standard 8051 microcontroller have internal pull-ups, which are impossible to
implement in the FPGA. As solution is chosen to add extra Special Function Registers to configure the
port as input or as output. Writing a 0 to these port drivers puts the port in output mode en an 1 in output
mode. Most ports are fixed in a program. Writing the port configuration at the begin of the program once
with the instruction MOV DIR DATA costs not more than 12 bytes of program code. A disadvantage
however is that if the port is really used as a bi-directional port the direction of the port has every time to
be modified. This means always extra write actions to the I/O driver.
The I/O ports of the standard 8051 microcontroller have also alternate functions. So is the low byte of the
address for the external program and data memory provided by port 0 (PO). Outputting this address
directly makes the design easier. If the address nevertheless has to go via port 0 small adjustments have to
be made in the design. These adjustments are easy and straightforward.
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7. Timers and Interrupts

7.1. Introduction

The standard 8051 microcontroller contains besides the Datapath, the Timing and Control Unit, and the
I/O ports, also a timer/counter part, an interrupt mechanism and a serial port. The Timer/Counters and the
Interrupt controller are subject of this chapter. Due to lack of time these modules as well as the serial port
part are not implemented in the microcontroller core. This chapter gives a starting point for these modules.

7.2. Timers and Counters

The standard 8051 microcontroller has two 16 bit timerlcounters, Timer/Counter 0 and Timer/Counter 1
[1]. The corresponding Special Function Registers are THO, TLO, THI and TL1. Each timer/counter can
be configured as either a timer or event counter. In the timer configuration the register is incremented
every machine cycle. In the counter configuration the register is incremented every time a 1-to-0 transition
occurs at its corresponding external input pin, TO or T1. The configuration of the timer/counter is
indicated by the corresponding bits in the Special Function Register TMOD.
In addition to the two configuration mentioned above each timer/counter has four operating modes. All
modes are the same for each timer/counter, except for mode 3. Mode 0 configures the timer/counter as an
8 bit counter with a divide-by-32 prescaler. In Mode 1 the timer register is running with all 16 bits. In
mode 2 the timer/counter is configured as an 8 bit counter with automatic reload. In Mode 3 timer/counter
1 holds its count and timer/counter 0 becomes two 8 bit counters. The different modes of the
timer/counters are also indicated by TMOD. The timerlcounters use the SFR TCON, which is the Timer
Control register to indicate timer overflow etc.
Due to time constraints the timer/counter part of the standard 8051 microcontroller is not implemented. It
is however possible to design and model the timer/counter part in the future as a stand alone module as
with the I/O module, see fig 21. The module contains the SFRs TMOD and TCON as well as all the logic
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Fig 21. Timer/counter

needed to model the timers and counters. Intemal_data_bus and intemal_address_bus are needed in case
of Direct addressing identically to the other SFRs. The same counts for data_timeccounter, which is
directed to Mux_B_C in the Datapath and contains the contents of SFR TMOD and TCON. The control
signal ie_sfr is used in case of a write action to the SFRs in this module. TO_Pin and Tl_Pin are the
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external input signals, which are used in case of the timer/counter is configured as an event counter. These
signals are actually part of the alternate function of I/O port P3, namely P3.4 and P3.5. As with the
external bus the alternate functions of port 3 can be separated from the basic port 3. The
Timer_Counter_interrupt signal finally is needed by the Interrupt controller to indicate counter overflow.
As noted above the timer is incremented every machine cycle. In the standard 8051 microcontroller a
machine cycle consist of 12 clock cycles. The execution time of an instruction in the standard 8051
microcontroller is always a multiple of the machine cycle. The implemented microcontroller has no fixed
execution time for the instructions. So a sort of machine cycle has to be defined to indicate when the timer
has to be incremented. This can be for example every clock cycle (lots of interrupts) or after every x clock
cycles. The same applies for the event counter.

7.3. Interrupt controller

The standard 8051 microcontroller has five interrupt sources of which two are from the input pins, one
each from the two timer interrupt flags and one from the serial port (the serial port is also not
implemented) [1]. Setting or clearing a bit in the SFR Interrupt Enable (IE) register enables or disables
each source individually. Each source can also be programmed to a high priority level or a low priority
level by setting or clearing a bit in the SFR Interrupt Priority (IP) Register.
The interrupt mechanism examines each cycle sequentially the interrupt sources. When an interrupt
request occurs the processor, reckoning with priorities, executes a hardware subroutine call to the
servicing routine, provided the interrupt is not blocked by any of the following conditions [po 6-25, 1]:

1. An interrupt of equal or higher priority level is already in progress.
2. The current machine cycle is not the final cycle in the execution of the instruction in progress.
3. The instruction in progress is RET! or an access to SFRs IE or IP.

If none of these conditions occur the Interrupt controller instructs the Timing and Control Unit to perform
a LCALL in hardware. The Program Counter is pushed onto the stack and the Program Counter is loaded
with a vector address corresponding to the interrupt source. After a RET! the microcontroller is going
back to original state before the interrupt by loading the original Program Counter from the Stack.
Due to lack of time the interrupt part of the standard 8051 microcontroller is not implemented. It is
however possible to design and model the interrupt part in the future as with the I/O block and Timer
Counter block, see fig 22. The module contains the SFRs IE and IP as well as all the logic the model the
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Interrupt controller. The internaLdata_bus, internaLaddress_bus, data_interrupccontroller and ie_sfr are
needed identically to the signals of the timers/counters. Data_vectoclocation is directed to the Instruction
register and Data registers to perform hardware subroutine calls. The signal IE_IP_in_use indicates
whether execution is performed on the IE or IP register concerning condition 3 mentioned above. The
signal is provided by the Address unit, which can detect the addresses of the IP and IE register. The
remaining signals are the five interrupt sources.

7.4. Conclusion

Due to time constraints the Timer/Counter part, the Interrupt controller and the serial port part are not
implemented in the microcontroller core. It is however possible to model these modules independently of
the Datapath and Timing and Control Unit in the future. Small adjustments have to made. In this chapter
black boxes are presented as starting point for future implementation of the Timer/Counter part and the
Interrupt controller. The serial port module can be set up alike.
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8. Simulation

8.1. Introduction

To check correct functioning of the microcontroller core simulations are performed. The microcontroller
is implemented and simulated in Summit Visual HDL. This chapter presents the microprocessor top level
and the microcontroller, which consist of the microprocessor and external memory. Some simulation
examples are given to illustrate the working of the microcontroller core.

8.2. Microprocessor

The microprocessor core consist of the Central Processing Unit (CPU) and the I/O ports, see fig 23. The
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CPU contains the Timing and Control Unit and the Datapath as described in the previous chapters. As
noted the Interrupt controller and the Timer/Counter part are not implemented in the core.

8.3. Microcontroller

The microcontroller (fig 24), which is used for simulation and synthesis, consists of the microprocessor,
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the external program memory and the external data memory. The memory components are also
implemented with the earlier mentioned lpm_ram, see appendix C. This means that the external memory is
also situated on chip, which makes fetching and latching in two clock cycles possible. If real external
memory will be used agreements have to be made about timing. This could mean that fetching and
latching takes a longer time.
The microcontroller has four bi-directional ports. The signal PSEN indicates that the program memory is
addressed. The signals RD and WR are used by the external RAM. The program memory is implemented
as an asynchronous ROM. For simulation in VHDL it is replaced by a truth table.

8.4. Simulation examples

The entire design is implemented and simulated in Summit Visual HDL. All the instructions are one for
one simulated in order to check correct execution. In the next sections three examples of execution are
given, namely the I-byte instruction INC A, the 2-byte instruction MOV DIR, DATA and the 3-byte
instruction DJNZ DIR, REL.

8.4.1. I-byte instruction INC A

The I-byte instruction INC A increments the Accu, fig 25. The execution of the instruction takes 4 clock
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Data_Pc 0001

External_address 0001

External data in V
- - 1-...04
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Fig 25. INC A

cycles altogether. Three clock cycles are needed to fetch and decode the instruction and I clock cycle is
needed to execute the instruction. The Accu holds originally the value zero. After fetching and decoding
the instruction the state machine is in timing_state execl. In this state the ready signal becomes valid
indicating that the execution of the instruction takes one clock cycle. At the end of state exec I the
incremented value, which is on internaCdata_bus is clocked into the Accu and the state machine is going
back to the initial state fetchl.
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8.4.2. 2-byte instruction MOV A, DATA

The 2-byte instruction MOV A, DATA loads the Accumulator with the byte variable DATA (fig 26). The
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Fig 26. MOY A, DATA

execution of the instruction takes 5 clock cycles. Four clock cycles are needed to fetch the opcode and
operand and I clock cycle is needed to execute the instruction. During state deco the signal one_oper
becomes 1 to indicate that one operand is needed. During the state latchl the Program Counter is
incremented and clocked into the PC register and EMAR register. The state deco is also at the same time
used as an fetch state, which saves one clock cycle. During state latch2 the operand DATA (AAh)
becomes valid and is clocked into Data register 1. In state exec 1 the contents of Data register 1 is put on
bus_b, flows through the ALU onto the internal_data_bus where it is clocked into the Accumulator.

8.4.3. 3-byte instruction DJNZ DIR, REL

The 3 byte instruction DJNZ DIR, REL decrements the register indicated by the first operand DIR and
branches to the address indicated by the second operand if the resulting value is not zero (fig 27, next
page). The execution of the instruction takes 10 clock cycles. Six clock cycles are needed to fetch the
opcode and the two operands and four clock cycles are needed to execute the instruction. In state latchl
the opcode is clocked into the Instruction register and the Program Counter is updated. During states deco
and latch2 the first operand, which is the address (EOh = Accu), is clocked into Data register 1 and during
states fetch3 and latch3 the second operand is clocked into Data register 2. After fetching the execution
starts with addressing the register, in this case the Accu. The contents of data register 1 is flowing to
internaLaddress via bus_b and the Address unit. In state exec2 the contents of the register, addressed by
internal_address is put on bUS3, which is in this case the value OOh of the Accu. The value is decremented
and the result (FFh) is put on internal_data_bus and clocked into the register with address EOh (the Accu).
During state exec3 the eight bit ALU determines whether the contents of the addressed register is zero or
not and puts the signal addrel to 1 (not visible in fig 27, but addrel_res is the clocked version of addrel). In
state exec4 the Program Counter is updated on the basis of the signal addreLres. The signed value of Data
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register 2 is added with the Program Counter and clocked into the PC register and EMAR register. After
execution the state machine goes back to the initial state fetch!.
This instruction is an example of an instruction which can already start with execution while the operands
are not all clocked into the data registers. The first states remain the same, but during fetch3 the register
can be already addressed. Next in latch3 the addressed register is decremented and in exec! the ALU
determines whether it is zero. The Program Counter finally is updated if needed with the relative
displacement of Data register 2, which is loaded during fetch3 and latch3. The execution takes now 8
clock cycles, which is a reduction of two clock cycles.

8.5. Conclusion

Simulations are done to check correct functioning of the implemented microcontroller. All instructions
and functioning of the microcontroller are one by one verified by simulations in Summit Visual HDL.
Complete programs however are not simulated. To increase reliability of the microcontroller programs
should be simulated to check correct functioning.
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9. Implementation

9.1. Introduction

The microcontroller core is logic synthesised with Leonardo Spectrum. Next the core is routed and placed
with Altera's Max2Plus on a Field Programmable Gate Array. This FPGA is part of a prototyping
platform developed by the department IT&E of TNO Industry. The platform consists of memory modules,
input and output drivers, microcontrollers, AD and DA converters and two FPGAs.

9.2. The Field Programmable Gate Array

One of the two FPGAs on the prototyping platform is an Altera FLEXIOK50 FPGA, which is used to
implement the microcontroller. Figure 28 shows a block diagram of the FLEX10K architecture [4]. Each

ColulTln
Interconnect

Row
lil/erconlWeI

Array

Embedded Array

Fig 28. FLEXlOK architecture

FLEXlOK device contains an embedded array to implement memory and specialised logic functions, and
a logic array to implement general logic. The embedded array consists of a series of Embedded Array
Blocks (EABs). When implementing memory functions, each EAB provides 2048 bits, which can be used
to create RAM, ROM, etc.
The logic array consists of logic array blocks (LABs). Each LAB contains eight Logic Elements (LEs or
Logic Cells) and a local interconnect. An LE consists of a 4-input Look Up Table (LUT), a programmable
flip-flop and dedicated signal paths for carry and cascade functions.
Each I/O pin is fed by an I/O element (IOE) located at the end of each row and column of the FastTrack
Interconnect. Each IOE contains a bi-directional I/O buffer and a flip-flop that can be used as either an
output or input register to feed input, output or bi-directional signals.
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The used FPGA is a FLEX lOK50, which has 10 EABs and 2880 LEs. As mentioned in chapter 3 the
internal RAM is implemented with Ipm_ram (see appendix C). The size of the internal RAM is 128 bytes,
which are 1024 bits. This means that implementing the internal RAM in LEs elements costs minimal 1024
LEs, which is 36% of the chip. Using EABs, which can be done with Ipm_ram, for memory components
saves a lot of space. The internal RAM consumes 50% of one EAB.

9.3. Synthesis, routing and placement

Synthesis of the microcontroller core is done with Leonardo Spectrum. The input is a VHDL file
generated by Summit Visual HDL. The output is a netlist. Leonardo computes the amount of Logic Cells
and the maximum clock speed. Table 1 shows the results for the various modules of the core.

d IT bi 1 S h .a e . iynt eSlS, routIng an placement resu ts
Leonardo Spectrum Altera Max2Plus

Module Logic Cells (%) Max. Clock freq Logic Cells (%) Max. Clock freq
Datapath 919 (32%) 10.5 MHz 938 (32%) 9.69 MHz

Timing and Control Unit 670 (23%) 18.7 MHz 670 (23%) 69 MHz
I/O Ports 104 (4%) - 109 (4%) -

CPU 1574 (55%) 8.8 MHz 1594 (55%) 9.04 MHz
Microcontroller 1700 (59%) 9.2 MHz 1731 (60%) 8.03 MHz
Microprocessor 1694 (59%) 9.4 MHz 1726 (59%) 8.10 MHz

The netlist is used for routing and placement with Altera Max2Plus. This program also computes the
amount of Logic Cells and the maximum achievable clock speed. The results are also in table 1. Max2Plus
generates a file, which is used to program the FPGA on the prototyping board.
Table 1 shows that the results of Leonardo and Max2Plus differ. The results of Leonardo are estimated
results. The Datapath is as expected the slowest part of the core. The Timing and Control Unit consumes
in comparison with the Datapath a large amount of Logic Cells, but is fast enough to control the Datapath.
Future work should focus on increasing the speed of the Datapath and decreasing the amount of Logic
Cells of the Timing and Control Unit. The entire design consumes about 60% of the chip and runs at
around 8 MHz.

9.4. Performance

The performance of the microcontroller core in comparison with the standard 8051 microcontroller is
difficult to determine, because two different architectures are compared with each other. To determine
nevertheless the performance the average time of the instructions in the same classes is calculated. These
five classes are Arithmetic Operations, Logical Operations, Data Transfer, Boolean Variable Manipulation
and Program Branching. The clock frequency of the microcontroller core is 8 MHz and of the standard
microcontroller 12 MHz. Table 2 shows the average execution time for the five different classes.

T bi 2 Aa e verage executIOn tIme or I erent c asses
Standard microcontroller Implemented microcontroller

Arithmetic Operations 1291 ns 725 ns
Logical Operations 1116 ns 675 ns

Data Transfer 1533 ns 775 ns
Boolean Variable Manipulation 1591 ns 762 ns

Program Branching 1941 ns 900 ns
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The performance of the microcontroller core is between 1.5 and 2 times that of the standard
microcontroller. Note that the performance is dependent of the time needed to fetch and latch the opcode
and the operands. In the microcontroller core this is done in 2 clock cycles, because the program ROM is
on chip (in EAB). If external ROM is used this will be slower and thus reduces the performance.
A better indication for the performance is a program. The prototyping platform has 6 LEDs, which are
used to make a running light to show that the microcontroller is actually working. Comparison of the
execution time of the program shows that the microcontroller core is 1.6 times faster at 1.5 times lower
clock frequency than the standard one.

9.5. Conclusion

The microcontroller core is implemented in an Altera FLEXlOK50 FPGA. It consumes 1730 logic cells
and has a maximum frequency of 8 MHz. This results in a microcontroller which is between 1.5 and 2
times faster at 1.5 times lower clock frequency than the standard microcontroller.
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10. Conclusion and future work

10.1. Conclusions

A functionally compatible Intel 8051 microcontroller is developed in Summit Visual HDL. As starting
point architecture a three bus system is taken of which the longest delay path is split up. The result is an
easy and straightforward architecture in which every clock cycle the same data flow occurs. First the
contents of the source register(s) is put on the source bus(es). Next an action on these buses is performed
by the Arithmetic Logic Unit. The result, which is put on the destination bus by the ALU, is clocked in the
destination register. This data flow is also the longest delay path of the design.
The Datapath is also split up into an 8 bit part and a 16 bit part. This means that the Datapath contains an 8
bit ALU and a 16 bit ALD. This enables simultaneous fetching and execution in the future. The execution
of an instruction can already start even though not all the operands are fetched. Also, fetching of the next
opcode can start while still executing the previous instruction.
The 8 bit Arithmetic Logic Unit is the largest unit of the Datapath and is part of the longest delay path.
The ALU is straight forward implemented and actions are done in parallel. This makes the ALU faster, but
it also results in a large amount of chip area.
The Datapath is controlled by the Timing and Control Unit. This unit is modelled with large Look Up
Tables which contain a sort of microcode. The output of the unit is dependent of the opcode and the state
of the state machine. The output signals of the unit are defined for each state, which makes the machine
fast. On the other hand this results in a large need for chip surface.
As mentioned above the Datapath is split up in an 8 bit and a 16 bit part. The Timing and Control Unit
however takes no advantage of this architecture yet, because first the opcode and all operands are fetched.
Next the execution is started and finished. Finally the next opcode is fetched etc.
The implemented I/O ports differ from the standard I/O ports, which have internal pull-ups. These internal
pull-ups are impossible to implement in the used FPGA. As solution extra Special Function Registers,
which are write-only, are added to indicate the direction of the I/O ports. It means however that every time
the direction of a port changes, first a write action has to be done to configure the I/O ports. Most
programs have fixed I/O port configurations, which are not modified during program execution. Writing
the configuration of the ports one time at the beginning of the program costs no more than 12 bytes of
code. Only when the port is used as a bi-directional ports extra write actions have to be made.
Due to time constraints the Timer/Counters, the Interrupt controller and the serial port are not modelled
and implemented. It is however possible to design and model these modules as a stand alone module as
with the I/O module.
The design is synthesised with Leonardo Spectrum. Routing and Placement is done with Altera's
Max2Plus. The core is programmed in a FLEX10K50 FPGA, which is present on a rapid prototyping
board developed by TNO Industry.
The complete core consumes 1730 Logic cells, which is 60% of the chip area, and runs at 8 MHz. The
core is approximately between 1.5 and 2 times faster, which is dependent of the program, than the
standard microcontroller. The internal RAM, which is not counted in the amount of consumed logic cells,
is implemented in Embedded Array Blocks, which are special blocks for memory modules.
As expected the Datapath contains the longest delay path. Both the Datapath, especially the 8 bit ALU,
and the Timing and Control Unit, consume a large area of the chip. These parts of the core are
implemented straightforward and not yet optimised. As mentioned above optimising these parts will
decrease the needed chip area and make the design possibly faster.
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10.2. Future work

Hereafter a list of future work is given.

• Optimisation of Arithmetic Logic Units. Possibly connect Accu and B register directly to 8 bit ALU.
• Optimisation of Timing and Control Unit. Introduce parallel fetching and execution.
• Add Interrupt controller.
• Add Timers/counters.
• Add serial port.
• Upgrade of internal RAM to 256 bytes if desired.
• Fix problem between Direct addressing and Register Indirect addressing. Register Indirect addressing

may not address Special Function Registers.
• Increase the modularity of extra SFRs outside the Datapath.
• Look at technology independent synthesis, in particular the internal RAM, which is implemented with

lpm_ram.
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Appendix A: Instruction set

The table below gives an overview of the instruction set of the Intel 8051 rnicrocontroller. In the left
column the first hexadecimal character of the opcode is given. In the upper row the second character is
given. The instruction INC A for example has the hexadecimal value 04h. INC @RO has value 06 and
INC @Rl has value 07. In the last column the instructions with Rn, with n = 0 till 7, are given. The
corresponding value is x8 (RO) till xF (R7).

rr=- First hexadecimal character of opcode Second character
o 1 2 3 4 5 6-7 8-F

o NOP AJMP LJMP RR INC INC INC INC
I paqe 0 addr16 A A dir @Ri Rn

1 JSC ACALL LCALL RRC DEC DEC DEC DEC
bit,rel I page 0 addr16 A A dir @Ri Rn

2 JS AJMP RET RL ADD ADD ADD ADD
bit,rel I paqe 1 A A,#data A,dir A,@Ri A,Rn

3 JNS ACALL RETI RLC ADDC ADDC ADDC ADDC
bit,rel 'page 1 A A,#data A,dir A.@Ri A,Rn

4 JC AJMP ORL ORL ORL ORL ORL ORL
rei page 2 dir,A dir,#data A,#data A,dir A,@Ri ARn

5 JNC ACALL ANL ANL ANL ANL ANL ANL
rei page 2 dir,A dir,#data A,#data A,dir A,@Ri A,Rn

6 JZ AJMP XRL XRL XRL XRL XRL XRL
rei paqe 3 dir,A dir,#data A,#data A,dir A,@Ri A,Rn

7 JNZ ACALL ORL JMP MOV MOV MOV MOV
rei page 3 C,bit @A+DPTR A,#data dir #data @Ri,#data Rn,#data

8 SJMP AJMP ANL MOVC DIV MOV MOV MOV
rei paqe4 C,bit A,@A+PC AS dir,dir Dir,@Ri dir,Rn

9 MOV DPTR ACALL MOV MOVC SUSS SUSS SUSS SUSS
#data16 paqe 4 bit,C A,@A+DPTR A,#data A,dir A,@Ri A,Rn

A ORL AJMP MOV INC MUL reserved MOV MOV
C,/bit paqe 5 C,bit DPTR AS @Ri,dir Rn,dir

B ANL ACALL CPL CPL CJNE CJNE CJI\lE @Ri CJNE
C,/bit page 5 bit C A,#data,rel A,dir,rel #data,rel Rn,#data,rel

C PUSH AJMP CLR CLR SWAP XCH XCH XCH
dir page 6 bit C A A,dir A,@Ri A,Rn

C POP ACALL SETS SETS DA DJNZ XCHD DJNZ
dir page 6 bit C A dir,rel A,@Ri Rn,rel

E MOVX AJMP MOVX MOVX CLR MOV MOV MOV
A,@DPTR .page 7 A,@RO A,@R1 A A,dir A,@Ri A,Rn

F MOVX ACALL MOVX MOVX CPL MOV MOV MOV
@DPTR,A page 7 @RO,A @R1,A A dir,A @Ri,A Rn,A
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Appendix B: Instruction data flow

In this appendix for each instruction the data flow for each execution state is given. The tables are to be
read as follows: the first column depicts the instruction, the second the number of the execution state. The
rest from left to right reflects the data flow as follows: source-register -> source-bus -> operation module 
> destination-bus -> destination register. AROP represents the instructions ADD, ADDe, SUBB, ANL,
ORL and XRL.

AROP A,Rn 1 Ir bus b address address bus ramaddress
2 ramdata bus c alu 8 data bus 8 accu

accu bus b alu 8

AROP A,direct 1 dr1 bus b address address bus re~l. address
2 reg. data bus c alu 8 data bus 8 accu

accu bus b alu 8

AROPA,@Ri 1 ir bus b address address bus ramaddress
2 ramdata bus c address address bus ramaddress
3 ramdata bus c alu 8 data bus 8 accu

accu bus b alu 8

AROP A,#data accu bus c alu 8 data bus 8 accu
dr1 bus b alu 8

IINC, DECA ITlaccu Ibus c lalu 8 Idata bus 8 laccu

INC, DEC Rn bus b address address bus ramaddress
bus c alu 8 data bus 8 ramdata

INC, DEC direct bus b address address bus re address
bus c alu 8 data bus 8 re data

INC, DEC @Ri 1 ir bus b address address bus ramaddress
2 ramdata bus c address address bus ramaddress
3 ramdata bus c alu 8 data bus 8 ramdata

ANL, ORL, XRL 1 dr1 bus b address address bus rea address
direct,A 2 rea data bus c alu 8

accu bus b alu 8 data bus 8 reg. data

ANL, ORL, XRL 1 dr1 bus b address address bus reg. address
dir,#data 2 rea data bus c alu 8 data bus 8 reQ. data

dr2 bus b alu 8

CLR,CPL,RL,RLL
RR,RRC,SWAP A bus c alu 8 data bus 8

MOVA, RN bus b address address bus
bus c alu 8 data bus 8

MOV A, DIRECT bus b address address bus
bus c alu 8 data bus 8
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MOV A, @Ri 1 ir bus b address address bus ramaddress
2 ramdata bus c address address bus ramaddress
3 ramdata bus c alu 8 data bus 8 accu

I_M_O_V_A--'-',_DAT_A__----'Wc...::.dr1 Ic...::.b=.;us:.:=.,..b__I-=alu=8~__I-=d=..:at:=.a..::b;..=u=s:.::8'------_I..;:;:a.;::...:cc=..=u'------ _

MOV Rn, A ir
accu

bus b
bus c

address
alu 8

address bus
data bus 8

ramaddress
ramdata

MOV Rn, Dir 1 dr1 bus b address address bus reo. address
2 reo. data bus c alu 8 data bus 8 ramdata

ir bus b address address bus ramaddress

MOV Rn, data

MOV dir,A

dr1
ir

dr1
accu

bus b
bus c

bus b
bus c

alu 8
address

address
alu 8

data bus 8
address bus

address bus
data bus 8

address
data

MOV dir, Rn 1 ir bus b address address bus ramaddress
2 ramdata bus c alu 8 data bus 8 rea. data

dr1 bus b address address bus reg_ address

MOV dir, dir 1 dr1 bus b address address bus rea address
2 reo. data bus c alu 8 data bus 8 reo. data

dr2 bus b address address bus rea address

MOVdir,@Ri 1 ir bus b address address bus ramaddress
2 ramdata bus c address address bus ramaddress
3 ramdata bus c alu 8 data bus 8 reg. data

dr1 bus b address address bus reo. address

MOV dir, data dr1
dr2

bus b
bus c

address
alu 8

address bus
data bus 8

re address
re data

MOV@Ri,A 1 Ir bus b address address bus ramaddress
2 ramdata bus c address address bus ramaddress

accu bus b alu 8 data bus 8 ramdata

MOV @Ri, dir 1 dr1 bus b address address bus rea address
2 reg. data bus c alu 8 temp. data temp

ir bus b address address bus ramaddress
3 ramdata bus c address address bus ramaddress

temp data temp alu 8 data bus 8 ramdata

MOV @Ri, data 1 ir bus b address address bus ramaddress
2 ramdata bus c address address bus ramaddress

dr1 bus b alu 8 data bus 8 ramdata

XCH A, Rn 1 lr bus b address address bus ramaddress
2 ramdata bus c alu 8 data bus 8 accu

accu bus b alu 8 temp. data temp
3 temp data temp alu 8 data bus 8 ramdata
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XCH A, dir 1 dr1 bus b address address bus reg. address
2 reg. data bus e alu 8 data bus 8 aeeu

aeeu bus b alu 8 temp. data temp
3 temp data temp alu 8 data bus 8 reeL data

XCH A, @Ri 1 ir bus b address address bus ramaddress
2 ramdata bus e address address bus ramaddress
3 ramdata bus e alu 8 data bus 8 aeeu

aeeu bus b alu 8 temp. data temp
4 temp data temp alu 8 data bus 8 ramdata

XCHO A,@Ri 1 ir bus b address address bus ramaddress
2 ramdata bus e address address bus ramaddress
3 ramdata bus e alu 8 data bus 8 aeeu

aeeu bus b alu 8 temp. data temp
4 temp data temp alu 8 data bus 8 ramdata

ramdata bus e alu 8 data bus 8

1..:..:..1Nc...;:C'-'O=...:P---'T--'...R'----__IJJ dptr ~bus a Ialu 16 Idata bus 16 Idptr

dr1
dr2

bus b
bus e

alu 16
alu 16

data bus 16
data bus 16

d tr
d tr

Ipush dir 1 sp bus e alu 8 data bus 8 sp
dr1 bus b address address bus reeL address

2 reo. data bus e alu 8 data bus 8 ram data
SP bus b address address bus ram address

pop dir 1 sp bus e address address bus ram address
2 ram data bus e alu 8 data bus 8 reg. data

dr1 bus b address address bus reo. address
3 sp bus b alu 8 data bus 8 SP

aeall 1 sp bus e alu 8 data bus 8 sp
2 sp bus b address address bus ram address

pel bus e alu 8 data bus 8 ram data
3 SP bus b alu 8 data bus 8 sp
4 sp bus b address address bus ram address

peh bus e alu 8 data bus 8 ram data
5 ir bus e alu 16 data bus 16 Ipe

dr1 bus b alu 16 data bus 16 Ipe
pc bus a alu 16 data bus 16 Ipe

leall 1 SP bus e alu 8 data bus 8 SP
2 sp bus b address address bus ram address

Ipel bus e alu 8 data bus 8 ram data
3 sp bus b alu 8 data bus 8 sp
4 SP bus b address address bus ram address

Ipeh bus e alu 8 data bus 8 ram data
5 dr2 bus e alu 16 data bus 16 ipe

dr1 bus b alu 16 data bus 16 Ipe
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ret 1 SP bus C address address bus ram address
2 ram data bus C alu 16 data bus 16 pch

Ipc bus a alu 16 data bus 16 Dcl
sp bus b alu 8 data bus 8 sp

3 sp bus b address address bus ram address
4 ram data bus c alu 16 data bus 16 pcl

Ipc bus a alu 16 data bus 16 pch
SD bus b alu 8 data bus 8 SP

reti 1 SD bus c address address bus ram address
2 ram data bus c alu 16 data bus 16 Dch

Ipc bus a alu 16 data bus 16 pcl
SD bus b alu 8 data bus 8 SP

3 sp bus b address address bus ram address
4 ram data bus c alu 16 data bus 16 Dcl

pc bus a alu 16 data bus 16 pch
sp bus b alu 8 data bus 8 SD

aimp 1 ir bus c alu 16 data bus 16 DC
dr1 bus b alu 16 data bus 16 pc
DC bus a alu 16 data bus 16 DC

rm bus b alu 16 data bus 16 c
bus c alu 16 data bus 16 c

bus b alu 16 data bus 16 c
bus a alu 16 data bus 16 c

bus c alu 16 data bus 16
bus a alu 16 data bus 16

Jz, Jnz 1 accu bus c alu 8 addrel addrelreg
2 dr1 bus b alu 16 data bus 16 Ipc

pc bus a alu 16 data bus 16 Ipc

CJNE A,dir,rel 1 dr1 bus b address address bus rea address
2 rea data bus c alu 8 addrel addrelrea

accu bus b alu 8
3 dr2 bus b alu 16 data bus 16 loc

pc bus a alu 16 data bus 16 IPC

CJNE A,data,rel 1 dr1 bus b alu 8 addrel addrelreg
accu bus c alu 8

2 dr2 bus b alu 16 data bus 16 Ipc
pc bus a alu 16 data bus 16 Ipc

CJNE Rn,data,rel 1 ir bus b address address bus ram address
2 ramdata bus c alu 8 addrei addrelrea

dr1 bus b alu 8
3 dr2 bus b alu 16 data bus 16 DC

pc bus a alu 16 data bus 16 pc
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C~INE @Ri,data,rel 1 ir bus b address address bus ram address
2 ramdata bus C address address bus ram address
3 ramdata bus C alu 8 addrel addrelreg

dr1 bus b alu 8
4 dr2 bus b alu 16 data bus 16 pc

Ipc bus a alu 16 data bus 16 DC

DJNZ Rn,rel 1 ir bus b address address bus ram address
2 ramdata bus C alu 8 data bus 8 ram data
3 ramdata bus C alu 8 addrel addrelreg
4 dr1 bus b alu 16 data bus 16 DC

DC bus a alu 16 data bus 16 pc

DJNZ dir,rel 1 dr1 bus b address address bus reg_ address
2 reg data bus C alu 8 data bus 8 reg_ data
3 reg_ data bus C alu 8 addrel addrelreg
4 dr2 bus b alu 16 data bus 16 PC

pc bus a alu 16 data bus 16 pc

CLRC
SETS, CPL

alu 8 sw data sw

CLR Sit 1 dr1 bus b address address bus reg address
SETS, CPL dr1 bus b alu 8 temp_ data temp

2 temp data temp alu 8 data bus 8 reg data
reg. data bus C alu 8 data bus 8 rea data

Ani C,bit 1 dr1 bus b address address bus rea address
ORL
Ani C,/bit 2 re~:t data bus C alu 8 psw data psw
Orl dr1 bus b alu 8 psw data psw

mov c,bit 1 dr1 bus b address address bus reg address
2 dr1 bus b alu 8

reCl data bus C alu 8
psw data _psw alu 8 psw data psw

mov bit,c 1 dr1 bus b address address bus reCl address
2 reCl data bus C alu 8 data bus 8 reg. data

dr1 bus b alu 8 data bus 8 rea data
psw data _psw alu 8

jc 1 psw data _psw alu 8 addrel addrelreg
inc 2 dr1 bus b alu 16 data bus 16 pc

pc bus a alu 16 data bus 16 DC

ib 1 dr1 bus b address address bus reCl address
Iinb 2 reg data bus C alu 8 addrel addrelreCl

dr1 bus b alu 8 addrel
3 dr2 bus b alu 16 data bus 16 DC

pc bus a alu 16 data bus 16 pc
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jbe 1 dr1 bus b address address bus rea address
dr1 bus b alu 8 temp data temp

2 re~l. data bus e alu 8 addrei addrelrea
temp data temp alu 8 data bus 8 rea_ data

3 dr2 bus b alu 16 data bus 16 Ipe
PC bus a alu 16 data bus 16 IPe

move a, @a+DPTR 1 aeeu bus e alu 16 data bus 16 emar
dptr bus a alu 16 data bus 16 emar

2 emar ex address ex rom ex data in drea1
3 dreg1 bus b alu 8 data bus 8 aeeu

move a,@a+PC 1 aeeu bus e alu 16 data bus 16 emar
pc bus a alu 16 data bus 16 emar

2 emar ex address ex rom ex data in drea1
3 drea1 bus b alu 8 data bus 8 aeeu

movx A, @DPTR 1 dptr bus a alu 16 data bus 16 emar
2 emar ex address ex ram ex data in dreq1
3 Drea1 bus b alu 8 data bus 8 aeeu

movx @DPTR,A 1 dptr bus a alu 16 data bus 16 emar
aeeu bus e alu 8 data bus 8 emdr

2 emar ex address ex ram
aeeu ex data out ex ram

movx A, @Ri 1 ir bus b address address bus ram address
2 ram data bus e address address bus ram address
3 ram data bus e alu 16 data bus 16 emar
4 emar ex address ex ram ex data in dreq1
5 dreg1 bus b alu 8 data bus 8 aeeu

movx @Ri, A 1 ir bus b address data bus 8 ram address
2 ram data bus e address data bus 8 ram address
3 ram data bus e alu 16 data bus 16 emar

aeeu bus b alu 8 data bus 8 emdr
4 emar ex address ex ram

aeeu ex data out ex ram

mulA,S 1 aeeu bus b alu 8 data bus 8 aeeu
/ b-rea bus e alu 8 temp_ data temp
8 temp data temp alu 8
+
8 temp data temp alu 8 data bus 8 b-rea

divA,S 1 aeeu bus b alu 8 data bus 8 aeeu
/ b-rea bus e alu 8 temp_ data temp
8 temp data temp alu 8
+

temp data temp alu 8 data bus 8 b-rea

daA 1 aeeu
2 aeeu

bus b
bus b

alu 8
alu 8
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Appendix C: EAB and LPM

Each FLEX 10K device contains an embedded array to implement memory and specialised logic
functions. An embedded array consists of a series of Embedded Array Blocks (EABs). The EAB (fig a) is

8,4.2. !

8,4.2, I
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Fig a. Architecture of EAB

a flexible block of RAM with registers on the input and output ports, and is used to implement common
gate array megafunctions. Logic functions are implemented by programming the EAB with a read-only
pattern during configuration, creating a large Look Up Table. EABs can be used to implement large
RAMs by combining multiple EABs.
Implementing a RAM of 128 bytes without EABs costs 1048 logic cells. To save area the RAM is
implemented with EABs. For that a VHDL description of a standard RAM module is used. This module is
a member of the Library of Parameterised Modules (LPM), which is a standard library developed by the
Electronics Industries Association (EIA). The library is a generic, technology-independent set of logical
primitives that can be used to describe the operation of a digital circuit. The library is to be said standard,
but turned out to be not a standard library. The LPMs of Summit Visual HDL differ from the LPMs of
Altera.
The Altera Max2Plus tool provides the software utility program GENMEM, which can be found in the
maxplus2 directory. This software tool generates timing and simulation models for all sorts of memory,
such as RAMs, ROMs and FIFOs.
A VHDL code is generated with GENMEM to implement the internal Ram in an EAB. Before the code
can be used in Summit Visual HDL for simulation and later for synthesis with Leonardo Spectrum some
adjustments have to be made. Hereafter the code is given with the adjustments and the additions bold.
Notes:
1. Pragma synthesis_on and synthesis_off are added to prevent the synthesiser for optimising this VHDL

code. The synthesiser "sees" this part as a black box. The RAM is implemented by Altera Max2Plus
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in EAB on the basis of 'lpm_type = lpm_ram_dq'. The generics lpm_indata, lpm_address_control and
lpm_outdata indicate which signals of the RAM are running on the clock.

2. The location of the HEX-file, which contains the initial contents of the RAM in case of program
memory, has to be the full path, for example: lpm_file = "c:\controller\rom.hex". If the design is
synthesised, the HEX-file has to be in the working directory and lpm_file = "rom.hex".

--Copyright (c) 1996-1998 Altera Corporation. All rights reserved. This text
--contains proprietary, confidential information of Altera Corporation, and
--may be used, copied, and/or disclosed only pursuant to the terms of a
--valid software license agreement with Altera Corporation. This copyright
--notice must be retained as part of this text at all times.

--Model generated by Genmem Version 2.7, on Mon Jul 26 13:30:01 1999

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
use IEEE.std_logic_arith.all;

-- pragma synthesis off (e.g. synthesis_off)

entity lpm_ram is
generic (

LPM WIDTH : positive;
LPM TYPE: string := "LPM RAM DQ";
LPM WIDTHAD: positive;
LPM NUMWORDS : string := "UNUSED";
LPM_FILE : string := "UNUSED";
LPM INDATA : string := "REGISTERED";
LPM ADDRESS CONTROL: string := "REGISTERED";
LPM OUTDATA : string := "UNREGISTERED";
LPM HINT: string := "UNUSED" );

port (Data
Address
WE
Q : out
Inclock

) ;

in std_logic_vector(7 downto 0);
in std_logic_vector(6 downto 0);
in std_logic;

std_logic_vector(7 downto 0);
: in std_logic

II •,

) return string is

'0' ;

int_to_str( value : integer
ivalue,index : integer;
digit : integer;
line_no: string(8 downto 1) .-

function
variable
variable
variable
begin
ivalue := value;
index := 1;
while (ivalue > 0 ) loop

digit := ivalue MOD 10;
ivalue := ivalue/l0;
case digit is

when 0 =>
line_no (index) :=

when 1 =>
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: =
, 1 ,

;

.- ' 2 ,
;

.- '3 ' ;

· - '4 ' ;

· - '5 ' ;

· -
, 6 ' ;

, 7 ,
;· -

· - '8 ' ;

· - '9 ' ;

number! "

line_no (index)
when 2 =>

line_no (index)
when 3 =>

line_no (index)
when 4 =>

line_no (index)
when 5 =>

line_no (index)
when 6 =>

line_no (index)
when 7 =>

line_no (index)
when 8 =>

line_no (index)
when 9 =>

line_no (index)
when others =>

ASSERT FALSE
REPORT "Illegal
SEVERITY ERROR;

end case;
index := index + 1;

end loop;
return line_no;

end;

function hex_str_to_int( str : string) return integer is
variable len; integer ;= str' length;
variable ivalue : integer .- 0;
variable digit : integer;
begin
for i in len downto 1 loop

case str(i) is
when '0' =>

digit := 0;
when '1' =>

digit .- 1;
when '2' =>

digit .- 2;
when '3' =>

digit .- 3;
when '4' =>

digit := 4;
when '5' =>

digit .- 5;
when '6' =>

digit .- 6;
when '7' =>

digit .- 7;
when '8' =>

digit .- 8;
when '9' =>

digit .- 9;
when 'A' =>

digit .- 10;
when 'a' =>
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digit 10;
when 'B' =>

digit · - 11;
when 'b' =>

digit · - 11;
when 'C' =>

digit .- 12;
when 'c' =>

digit · - 12;
when 'D' =>

digit ·- 13;
when 'd' =>

digit .- 13;
when 'E' =>

digit · - 14;
when 'e' =>

digit · - 14;
when 'F' =>

digit · - 15;
when 'f' =>

digit · - 15;
when others =>

ASSERT FALSE
REPORT "Illegal
SEVERITY ERROR;

character "& str(i) & "in Intel Hex File! "

end case;
ivalue := ivalue * 16 + digit;
end loop;
return ivalue;

end;

procedure Shrink_line(L : inout LINE; pos
is

subtype nstring is string(l to pos) ;
variable stmp : nstring;

begin
if pos >= 1 then

read (1 , s tmp) ;
end if;

end;

in integer)

function ValidAddress(address : std_logic_vector(6 downto 0)) return
boolean is

variable result: std_logic .- '0';
variable address_int : integer .- 0;

begin
for i in 0 to address'high loop

result := result XOR address (i) ;
if (result = 'X') then

ASSERT FALSE REPORT "Invalid Address"
SEVERITY WARNING;

return false;
end if;

end loop;
address int := CONV_INTEGER(unsigned(address));
if (address_int >= 128) then

ASSERT FALSE REPORT "Address out of bounds"
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SEVERITY WARNING;
return false;

else
return true;

end if;
end ValidAddress;

end lpm_ram;

-- pragma synthesis on

-- pragma synthesis off

architecture behavior of lpm_ram is
constant Width: integer := 8;
constant WidthAd : integer := 7;
constant NumWords : integer := 128;
signal qstate : std_logic_vector(Width - 1 downto 0);

begin

RAM_Process: process (Inclock)
variable clocked_data: std_logic_vector(Width -1 downto 0);
variable clocked_we : std_logic := '0';
TYPE t_mem_data IS ARRAY(O to NumWords - 1) of std_logic_vector(Width - 1

downto 0);
variable mem_data: t_mem_data;
variable address_int, mem_data_tmp: integer .- 0;
variable mem_init: boolean := false;
variable i,j,k,lineno: integer .- 0;
variable buf: line;
variable booval: boolean;
FILE mem_data_file: TEXT IS IN LPM_FILE;
variable base, byte, rec_type, datain, addr, checksum: string(2 downto 1);
variable startadd: string(4 downto 1);
variable ibase: integer := 0;
variable ibyte: integer := 0;
variable istartadd: integer := 0;
variable check_sum_vec, check_sum_vec_tmp: std_logic_vector(7 downto 0);
begin

if NOT (mem_init) then
-- Initialize to 0
for i in mem_data'LOW to mem_data'HIGH loop

mem_data(i) .- (OTHERS => 'X');
end loop;

if (LPM....:..FILE = "UNUSED") then
ASSERT FALSE
REPORT "Initialization file not found!"
SEVERITY WARNING;

else
WHILE NOT ENDFILE(mem_data_file) loop

booval := true;
READLINE(mem data file, buf);
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lineno := lineno + 1;
check_sum_vec := (OTHERS => '0');
if (buf(buf'LOW) = ' :') then

i : = 1;
shrink_line (buf, i);
READ (L=>buf, VALUE=>byte, good=>booval);
if not (booval) then

ASSERT FALSE
REPORT "[Line "& int_to_str(lineno) & "J :Illegal Intel Hex

Format!"
SEVERITY ERROR;

end if;
ibyte := hex_str_to_int(byte);
check_sum_vec := unsigned (check_sum_vec) +

unsigned (CONV_STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (ibyte, 8));
READ(L=>buf, VALUE=>startadd, good=>booval);
if not (booval) then

ASSERT FALSE
REPORT" [Line "& int_to_str(lineno) & "J : Illegal Intel Hex

Format! "
SEVERITY ERROR;

end if;
istartadd := hex_str_to_int(startadd);
addr(2) := startadd(4);
addr(l) := startadd(3);
check_sum_vec := unsigned (check_sum_vec) +

unsigned(CONV_STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(hex_str_to_int(addr), 8));
addr(2) := startadd(2);
addr(l) := startadd(l);
check_sum_vec := unsigned (check_sum_vec) +

unsigned(CONV_STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(hex_str_to_int(addr), 8));
READ (L=>buf, VALUE=>rec_type, good=>booval);
if not (booval) then

ASSERT FALSE
REPORT "[Line "& int_to_str(lineno) & "J :Illegal Intel Hex

Format! "
SEVERITY ERROR;

end if;
check_sum_vec := unsigned(check_sum_vec) +

unsigned(CONV_STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(hex_str_to_int(rec_type), 8));
else

ASSERT FALSE
REPORT" [Line "& int_to_str(lineno) & "l : Illegal Intel Hex

Format! "
SEVERITY ERROR;

end if;
case rec_type is

when "00"=>
i : = 0;
k := 0;
while( i < ibyte ) loop

mem_data_tmp := 0;
for j in 0 to 0 loop

READ (L=>buf, VALUE=>datain,good=>booval);
if not (booval) then

ASSERT FALSE
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REPORT "[Line "& int to_str{lineno) & "] : Illegal
Intel Hex Format! "

SEVERITY ERROR;
end if;
check_sum_vec := unsigned (check_sum_vec) +

unsigned {CONV_STD_LOGIC_VECTOR {hex_str_to_int (datain) , 8));
mem_data_tmp .- mem_data_tmp * 256 +

i := i + 1;
if (i = ibyte) then

exit;
end if;

end loop;

mem_data{ibase + istartadd + k)
CONV_STD_LOGIC_VECTOR{mem_data_tmp, Width);

k := k + 1;
end loop;

when "01"=>
exit;

when "02"=>
ibase := 0;
if (ibyte /= 2) then

ASSERT FALSE
REPORT "[Line "& int_to_str{lineno) & "] : Illegal

Intel Hex Format for record type 02! "
SEVERITY ERROR;

end if;
for i in 0 to (ibyte-l) loop

READ {L=>buf, VALUE=>base,good=>booval);
ibase := ibase * 256 + hex_str_to_int~base);

if not (booval) then
ASSERT FALSE
REPORT "[Line "& int_to_str{lineno) & "] : Illegal Intel

Hex Format! "
SEVERITY ERROR;

end if;
check_sum_vec := unsigned (check_sum_vec) +

unsigned {CONV_STD_LOGIC_VECTOR {hex_str_to_int (base) , 8));
end loop;
ibase := ibase * 16;

when OTHERS =>
ASSERT FALSE
REPORT "[Line "& int_to_str{lineno) & II] :Illegal record type

in Intel Hex File! "
SEVERITY ERROR;

end case;
READ {L=>buf, VALUE=>checksum,good=>booval);
if not (booval) then

ASSERT FALSE
REPORT "[Line "& int_to_str (lineno) & "]: Checksum is missing! "
SEVERITY ERROR;

end if;
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check_sum_vec_tmp :=
CONV_STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(hex_str_to_int(checksum) ,8);

if (check_sum_vec /= check_sum_vec_tmp) then
ASSERT FALSE
REPORT "[Line "& int_to_str(lineno) & "] : Incorrect checksum!"
SEVERITY ERROR;

end if;
end loop;

end if;
mem_init .- TRUE;

end if;

if (Inclock'event and (Inclock = '1') and (Inclock'last_value
address_int := CONV_INTEGER(unsigned(Address));
clocked_data := Data;
clocked_we .- WE;

end if;

write data at falling edge of inclock
if (Inclock'event and (Inclock = '0') and (Inclock'last_value

'0')) then

'1')) then

if (clocked_we = '1') then
mem_data(address_int)

end if;

end if;

clocked_data;

qstate <= mem_data(address_int);

end process RAM_Process;

Q <= qstate;

end behavior lpm_ram;

-- pragma synthesis on
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